Dear LWD Customers and Littleton Residents,
As we continue to address the presence of the PFAS pollutant
in our water supply, we want to keep you informed. This
letter details efforts we are taking to institute short-term and
long-term solutions.
We have previously notified residents and ratepayers that the
man-made pollutant PFAS was discovered in LWD’s Spectacle
Pond well in June and in the Whitcomb Ave. wells in August.
The levels are below the current federal and state guidance
values. Nonetheless, we are acting to lower the PFAS levels to
meet stricter state standards expected next year.

Plans to Lower PFAS Levels
As the construction of a water treatment plant can take two
years, LWD is pursuing a short-term solution to reduce PFAS
levels while also moving forward on a permanent fix:
removing PFAS from the water.
LWD is planning to construct a water main from the Beaver
Brook wells (where little to no PFAS was found) to the
Spectacle Pond well, where PFAS was discovered. Both
sources will mix at Spectacle Pond and reduce the levels of
PFAS in the water below the 20 parts per trillion standard
the state is expected to adopt next year. We anticipate this
system being in place by early summer 2020.
In the long term, we plan to filter out PFAS at a new water
treatment plant that had already been planned for Whitcomb Avenue. We will add PFAS filtration in addition to the
planned manganese and iron removal.
Our engineering consultants are designing both systems.
Last month, Town Meeting approved LWD borrowing up to
$6 million for construction of the temporary system and
designing and beginning construction of a permanent
water treatment plant on Whitcomb Ave., in the
LWD-owned lot behind the VFW.

Details of all these efforts are included here, and I urge you
to visit our website lelwd.com/pfas and sign up to receive
email notices when future updates are posted online.
We want to thank the voters at Town Meeting for their strong
support for our plan to remove PFAS. We are here to serve
our ratepayers and the Town of Littleton, and together, we
will succeed in protecting the public health and continue to
provide clean and reliable water. We hope you find this
information useful and invite you to call us at 978-540-2222
if you have questions or concerns.
Nick Lawler
General Manager

Identifying the Source
LWD will work with engineering consultants, MassDEP, the
Town of Ayer and others to identify the source of the PFAS
chemicals. Through testing, we will be able to identify the
specific chemical compounds and concentrations. This
information may allow us to identify the manufacturers and
the products that used those concentrations and compounds. Identifying the source allows us to potentially stop
any ongoing pollution and to possibly seek damages to
recover the cost of water treatment.

Sensitive Subgroups
The MassDEP recommends consumers in sensitive subgroups
(pregnant women, nursing mothers and infants) not
consume water when the level of PFAS substances, individually or in combination, is above 70 parts per trillion (MassDEP
is expected to lower the level to 20 parts per trillion next
year). LWD’s Spectacle Pond well tested at 25 ppt. LWD
customers in the sensitive subgroups should call Corey
Godfrey, environmental analyst, at 978-540-2282 to discuss
options available to them.

Private Well Owners
For homeowners who use private wells for their drinking
water, please call Corey Godfrey, environmental analyst, at
978-540-2282 to discuss the susceptibility of your well to
contamination.

Get the latest updates from LWD
LWD will update its website with the steps being taken to address the PFAS
pollution in the water supply.
To be notified about new updates:
A

Sign up for email notifications at lelwd.com/pfas

B

Follow LELWD on Facebook
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